25 May 2017

******PRESS RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION******
‘Other Scenes’ - Brigitte Zieger at Void Gallery, Derry
Curated by Gregory McCartney
ExhibiBon launch - Saturday 3 June, 6.30pm - 9pm
ExhibiBon conBnues unBl 29 July
On Saturday 3 June, Void is proud to present the work of German Paris-based arCst BrigiFe
Zieger. Curated by Gregory McCartney, ‘Other Scenes' explores virtual and spaCal 3D images
which relate to history and the integraCon of displacements between image, sculpture and
space.
Zieger’s work relates to her interpretaCon of poliCcal and historical contexts and the images
which emerge from them. She employs a diverse range of mediums, from drawing and cutouts to video, sculpture and wallpaper. At the heart of Zieger’s work is the ability to draw the
viewer in through its appealing aestheCc, only to be confronted by the subtle signs of
violence which exist just beneath the surface: destrucCon, alienaCon, and oppression.
The forms that interest her come from the conﬂictual dialogue between image, surface and
volume: digital bas-reliefs encrusted into images of sculptures, volume revealing its
incapacity for comprehensiveness, and carrying within itself the wastage of informaCon.
Unlike Zieger’s previous work, which unCl now has focused on the protagonists of these
‘events’, the ‘liFle known spaces of this parallel history’, in which certain events have
happened, occupies her aFenCon. The viewer is encouraged to move through parCcular
transcripCons, integraCng displacements between image and space.
This exhibiCon explores the space which is represented and produces forms which are both
typically digital and seemingly decaying, thus talking simultaneously of the future and of
ruins, of a past perishing in a fragmented digital memory and a world in the period of
dematerialisaCon. Zieger is moCvated by this materialisaCon and dematerialisaCon, by the
possibility of oﬀering the viewer the opportunity to ﬁnd him/herself physically included in
this formal proposiCon, that one can approach as much on the poeCc and sensorial, even
aestheCc level, as on the conceptual level.
BrigiFe Zieger is a German arCst who lives and works in Paris. She has parCcipated in
numerous internaConal exhibiCons and arCsCc events such as Abracadabra at the Tate
Gallery London (1998), Prop FicCon at White Columns, New York (1997), Facing the Wall at
the Museum of Pully and MUDAC, Lausanne (2010), the Digital Hand at the NaConal

Museum of Fine Arts,Taipei (2010), Bang! Bang! at the CCA Kunsthalle, Andratx (2011),
MetamaCc Reloaded at the Tinguely Museum in Basel, MotopoéCque at the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Lyon and Late Harvest at the Nevada Museum of Art.
Recent solo shows include Shadows Dream the Man at the Aître St.Maclou with Kara Walker
(2010), Counter-Memories at the Gallery Odile Ouizeman, Paris (2012), Wallpapered at
Millennium Court Art Centre, Belfast/Portadown (2013), Everybody Talks about the
Weather…We Don’t at the Gallery Weigand, Berlin (2014) and Pieces of Possible History at
the Gallery Odile Ouizeman, Paris (2014). What if... ? at the Kunstverein Mannheim (2016)
Her video ShooCng Wallpaper joined recently joined the collecCon of the Nevada Museum of
Art and of the Los Angeles County Museum. It is displayed in the permanent collecCon of the
LACMA unCl 2018.
The launch will begin at 6.30pm with an arCst’s talk. All welcome. Please RSVP to
hello@derryvoid.com.
The exhibiCon opens to the public at 7.30pm, speeches commence at 8pm. The launch of
Abridged 0-1979 will also occur at the same Cme. Abridged Magazine aims to commission
and publish contemporary/experimental poetry and to iniCate contemporary art exhibiCons.
This exhibiCon is proudly sponsored by the FondaCon NaConale des Arts Graphiques et
PlasCques.
Note to Editors:
•

ExhibiCon opening: Saturday 3 June, 6.30pm - 9pm.

•

Void is a contemporary art space with up to 5 exhibiCons per year showing the work of
established internaConal and Irish arCsts. A key element to the gallery is the Void Engage
programme, which places parCcipaCon, engagement and learning at the heart of Void,
making contemporary visual art accessible to visitors of all ages.

•

Mission statement: Void exists to present the contemporary visual arts and to support
arCsts, through a programme of exhibiCons, related educaConal and outreach acCviCes
from a naConal and internaConal perspecCve.

•

We are open Tuesday – Saturday, 11am - 5pm. Admission is free. Void Gallery is
supported using public funding from Arts Council Northern Ireland.

•

For the latest news and events follow @derryvoid on TwiFer, Facebook and Instagram.

•

For further informaCon, images or to arrange an interview please contact Tansy Cowley
at markeCng@derryvoid.com.

•

Void Gallery, City Factory, Patrick Street, Londonderry, Derry, BT48 7EL .
028 71308080 / www.derryvoid.com.
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